Inflatable winter safety cover

Compliant with standard NF P 90-308

Protect and preserve

100% sealed

The inflatable winter cover prevents rain and impurities from flowing into the pool through its unique convex shape, keeping the water clean and clear.
A worry-free winterising
Walu Sand Air keeps the water clean and clear in the winter, allowing an easier re-commissioning of the pool during the first summer days.

A proven durability
Walu Sand Air is wholly made using a high frequency welding process, which ensures long-term resistance without any wear points.

A high-end look
The choice of 5 colours — blue, green, almond green, grey and sand — makes it possible to match Walu Sand Air with any pool environment.

Opaque PVC sheet
slows down the development of algae

Opaque versions
Blue Sand Green Sand Almond Green Sand Grey Grey Sand Sand

Options:
- Inflator 220 V
- Stainless steel pop-up anchors with bushing
- Straps

Swimming pool safety cover designed to prevent access to the pool for children under 5 years of age.

Keep this document for future reference.

Warning:
This cover is no substitute for common sense and individual responsibility. It is not intended to dispense with the need for supervision of young children by their parents and/or responsible adults, which remains essential for their safety.

Technical specifications:
- Manufacturing: Entirely welded
- Material: Opaque PVC sheet 580 g/m²
- Average cover weight: 1 200 g/m²
- Tensioning: Double-ended cabiclic cords
- Fastening: Standard stainless steel P-shaped pegs
- Overlap: 2 x 35 cm
- Options: Fastening
  - Stainless steel pop-up anchors with bushing
  - Inflation
  - Electric inflator (220 V) with 5 m pipe
- Handling
  - 2 straps* (pool length + 1,50 m)

*according to our general warranty terms delivered with the cover.
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